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Balabanowicz, Julia
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IESO Stakeholder Engagement
FW: MR-00404-R00-Outage - SE-109

From: Brason, Tracy
Sent: October 29, 2013 5:41 PM
To: Balabanowicz, Julia
Subject: RE: MR-00404-R00-Outage - SE-109

Hi Julia,
That’s correct, as we didn’t have any major issues with new plans for outage management, however after consulting
with our fellow generators it makes sense to Brookfield Renewable to have a bit more time to roll out changes as we will
need to adjust our internal outage reporting procedures as well as ensure field staff understand all the changes once
implemented.
Thanks for responding,
Tracy
Tracy Brason
Director ‐ NSCC
Brookfield Renewable Energy Group
480 boul. de la Cité
Gatineau, QC J8T 8R3
www.brookfieldrenewable.com
From: Balabanowicz, Julia
Sent: October-23-13 9:27 AM
To: Brason, Tracy
Subject: FW: MR-00404-R00-Outage - SE-109

Hello Tracy: I am writing to clarify the intent of your below email. I noticed that it is addressed to a non‐IESO
employee, but IESO Stakeholder Relations was copied. Are the comments in the email intended as feedback
into the SE 109 Outage Management Process Redesign engagement?
Thank you,
Julia
Julia Balabanowicz | Customer & Stakeholder Relations, IESO | Web: www.ieso.ca
From: Brason, Tracy
Sent: October 22, 2013 12:54 AM
To: WILBUR Bill -MARKETOPS
Cc: IESO Stakeholder Engagement;
Subject: MR-00404-R00-Outage - SE-109
1

Hello Bill,
As discussed today Brookfield supports IESO proposed improvements to the Outage Management process as
has been proposed. However since we will need to redesign some of our internal processes and train regional
field staff to ensure our annual outage planning aligns with changes we would like the implementation of
proposed changes delayed til at least Q2- 2014.
We feel the outage management change process rule changes are neutral in a overall cost benefit and therefore a
delay of implementation date would only be helpful to allow all market participants time to implement the
changes/training once approved.
Although we have followed the SE-109 proceedings and agree with intent to implement changes we do not feel
a need to implement January 1, 2014, nor believe a delay would be detrimental to overall marketplace.
Thanks
Thanks
Tracy
Tracy Brason
Director - NSCC

Brookfield Renewable Energy Group
480 boul. de la Cité
Gatineau, QC J8T 8R3
tracy.brason@brookfieldrenewable.com
www.brookfieldrenewable.com

Outage Management Process Redesign (SE-109)
The IESO is conducting a stakeholder engagement initiative to redesign its outage management process and
tools. This redesign will focus on enhancements to outage related services to market participants as well as
better align the IESO's process with its interconnected neighbours. The intent of the consultation is to ensure
that those market participants who submit outage information to the IESO have an opportunity to provide
feedback and input in the process redesign.
This redesign is in response to a preliminary review of outage processes along with discussions among
stakeholders who identified objectives that will improve efficiencies in maintenance planning efforts, improve
coordination among all customers and provide longer term certainty on outage requests.
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